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Those looking for a quick or an extended vacation through car rental in USA could not find a better
alternative to this exotic island. Strategically located on the southern tip of Texas, youâ€™ll find the
connectivity to it spanning two and half miles of beautiful scenery from the mainland.

This beautiful island falls right between the Laguna Madre Bay and the Gulf of Mexico with the
Queen Isabella Memorial Bridge being the only connectivity with the mainland. Car hire USA makes
the island quite easy to find.

Incidentally, the island has its own set of history of its first discovery which was in 1519 by a
Spanish explorer â€“ only to be rediscovered in the year 1804 by someone who was a regular church
goes and established making of a bridge which became operational centuries later.

The South Parade Island is also the longest barrier reef spanning a length of over thirty miles. The
statistics are fascinating â€“ considering that while the population is just over five thousand the annual
flow of visitors is in the range of one million!

South Padre has the incomparable advantage of having one of the best climates twelve months a
year making it the preferred vacation destination round the year. The winters at this part of country
are moderate at sixty five while the summers are quite breezy at eighty five.

South Padre Island attractions invariably encompass relaxation and the exotic alike. The Dolphin
and Nature Research Center is a â€˜must visitâ€™ for those with an inclination towards marine life. The
retail hub being the Padre Boulevard which is also the hub for all tourist activity and the ambience of
colorful attires and flip flops flock the streets - making it one big festivity at all times. The Point Isabel
Lighthouse is offers one of the most enchanting views on the island wherein the Laguna Madre Bay
on one side and the Gulf of Mexico on the other side offer an concurrent view.

The drive down South Padre Island is an experience which needs special mention and sanction.
Preparation for the drive would need to ensure that the weather conditions are ascertained from the
Visitor Center for changing tide or current conditions could prove to be treacherous.

If you are seeking vacation time anytime during the year, South Padre Island with America car rental
is the pace to be with friends, family or lover!
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